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Issues of War: A
Film Festival
By Jesse Merkel
Staff Writer

Every Monday evening in
Oct., The School of International
Studies (SIS) is hosting the com
munity-initiated film series,
"Issues of War." This project is
sponsored by the United Na
tions Association of Stockton
(UNAS), in conjunction with
various other local social and
political groups, including the
Peace and Justice Network
(PJN) of San Joaquin County
and Women of Action. The vari
ous groups intend to educate
the public on what PJN member
Seniors Blair Schober and Brad von Dessonneck helped their fraternity, Phi Delta
Dr. John Morearty, states as the
Theta, raise money for the Lou Gehrigs Foundation. For full story see "Phi Delta
"many sides and effects of wars,
Theta helps defeat disease" on page 3.
why wars are initiated, and
why the United States becomes
involved."
The film series originated last
spring when the UNAS decided
Nov. 10 in the lower and activities.
that a discussion on the less
ly Michael Feenev
Unlike
last
year's
pronounced viewpoints of war
upper
west
galleries
of
iuest Writer
event,
more
live
bands
was needed. Linda Whittock,
the Haggin Museum.
member of the association, de
will
be
featured
and
This event is orga
Why sit there on the
scribes
this perspective as "the
ouch watching football nized by the Stockton a new comedy stage
other
side
of what most people
;ames or episodes of Art League and show will be added featuring
are
able
to
see in the news me
Real World when you cases artistic displays various Latin comedians
dia."
could be experiencing from various Northern from around the area.
The films selected, from The
"This
year
we
re
the All-America city life Calif, artists.
Secret
Government: the Constitu
For more information ally wanted to provide
of Stockton, Calif?
tion
in
Crisis to Patton to Trag
The beautiful city of on this event, contact the fun entertainment with
edy
in
the
Holy Land, allow for a
Stockton has many com Stockton Art League at comedy and magic, in
broadly
ranged
examination of
addition to the wealth
munity events and activ (209) 466-6604.
the many faceted portrayals of
Although New Year's of bands and dancers
ities that offer a variety
war presented by Hollywood,
of chances to interact in Eve is a while a way it's that will perform," said
the media and various other
never too late to start Kathy Tamura, "First
the San Joaquin Valley.
journalistic agents.
If you are a person planning. The fifth an Night Stockton" Board
An apparent goal of the film
who enjoys the arts, you nual "First Night Stock of Director's President.
series is to sensitize the public
So, remember, when
are in luck because the ton" event, is Stockton's
to the reality of what war means
you're
planning for New
own
official
New
Year's
and what role the United States
51st Annual Stockton
Year's forget Rockefeller
plays in these actions. Taking
Art League Exhibition celebration.
This
year's
New Plaza and leave Vegas
a critical stance against the
returns to the Haggin
Year festivities will be behind because the place
evident glorification of violence
Museum.
most common in Hollywood
The art exhibition will moved to the west side to be on the eve of the
New
Year
is
Stockton,
war films, Dr. Larry Meredith,
of
Stockton
in
order
to
be open to the public on
Calif.
a
retired Pacific film studies
accommodate
all
the
Sunday, Oct. 13, and will
new
performances
and
run through Sunday,

The All-America city

i±

professor, makes the connection
between the United States' love
affair with these films and the
reality of the nation's actions
on the international scene. Re
counting the fact that the very
first film to win an Academy
Award was Wings, which il
lustrates the desensitization
between the reality of what
war entails and the positive,
mobilizing effect it can have on
a nation.
Meredith said, "Everything
American becomes swept up
in the metaphor of war." He
emphasizes that this connec
tion has been and is now be
ing maintained by writers and
producers who, without having
lived the reality of this "horrible
extrapolation of politics," are
creating a sense of what it is to
be American and the develop
ment of human consciousness
without truly understanding
the non-transferable experi
ences of those who have partici
pated in violent conflicts.
The presentation of alternate
viewpoints to war, taken in con
text with the current situation
in Iraq and the War on Terrorism
in general, has created a unique
opportunity for what Morearty
calls "fundamental thinking
about issues of war and peace
and to talk about what could
be done."
The discussions following
each set of films have been en
ergetic and substantial in terms
of addressing the controversial
topic that this series attempts to
tackle. The remaining nights,
covering Hollywood s version
of war, the dark side of Ameri
can military involvement and
the conflict in the Middle East
will provide a continuing forum
in which this critical topic can
be presented and explored.

Staff Writer

Faculty Profile

JOIN ONE OF FORTUNE MAGAZIh
MOST ADMIRED COMPANIES

Attention ail Pacific students!
What: Washington Center Information
When: Today from 4:30-5:30
Where: jacoby Center, WPC Room

More than you ewer expected
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Phi Delta Theta helps defeat disease

i
..i .1
hosted in part with the
AVP Grass Group. Crowds
Guest Writer
of players and spectators
The fraternity Phi Delta came from 8 a.m. until 7
Theta (Phi-Delt) has been p.m. to watch and play
grass doubles (men's and
m a k i n g
women's)
significant
Last weekend and Reverse
contributions
at
towards its
Phi Delt raised Coed
Oak
Park
philanthropy,
over $2,500
in Stockton
The
Lou
during the
in the 'ALS
Gehrig's
s
u m m e r
Foundation,
Walkathon.'
heat.
by
hosting
M a j o r
a volleyball
proceeds
were
donated
to
tournament, as well as a
the
Lou
Gehrig's
Founda
walkathon.
The first annual Phi-Delt tion to help those with Lou
Volleyball
vuiitryudii Spike Bash was Gehrig's
o disease.

By Chris Yogi

tLou Gehrig's Disease,
r\*
also known as Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), is a
progressive neuro-degenerative disease that attacks
nerve cells in the brain and
the spinal cord, eventually
leading to death.
Cash
prizes,
lounge
chairs and volleyballs were
just a few of the prizes
handed out by Phi-Delts
between 45 teams over sev
eral days.
Last weekend, Phi-Delt
raised over $2,500 in the
"ALS Walkathon."
The event was held in
Sacramento,
which
at

itracted thousands
/-»»ipin^c of
r\f
r\or_
participants who raised money
to defeat the Lou Gehrigs
disease.
Phi-Delt turned to family,
the Stockton community,
Pacific faculty, staff and stu
dents to sponsor them
Phi Delt is planning more
fundraisers and is looking

fn
to Kornr
become more aggressive in fundraising for Lou
Gehrig's. Phi Delta Theta
would like to thank every
one who donated contribu
tions towards making this
event successful and inspi
rational to all those who
suffer from this debilitating
ailment.

Phi Delta Theta will be hosting a car
wash on Sunday, Oct. 20 from 10 a.m.
until 4 p.m. at the Round Table Pizza
on Miracle Mile for the Phi Delta The
ta Scholarship Fund.
#

Promise Keepers gathering raises questions
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ByTara Cuslidae
Staff Writer

Last weekend a white
tent housed the two-day
Promise Keeper convention
at Stagg Memorial Stadium.
Prior to the event Pacific
students and faculty raised
questions regarding the
organization's purpose.
A three-member panel
consisting of a visiting professor and both a current
and retired UOP professor
was held Oct. 3.
"The panel was organized to give people more
information
about
the
Promise Keepers," said
George Randels, associate
professor of religious stud-

.
-ra
Li
ies
at. r,
Pacific.
Among
those
in the audience were faculty, students and members
of the Stockton community,
Promise Keepers is a
male organization that
encourages men to em
brace their identities as
"God's sons," according
to their official web-site
promisekeepers.org. The
men obey "seven prom
ises" that include: commitment to Jesus through
prayer, pursuit of healthy
relationships with other
men, maintaining purity
and the building of a strong
marriage.
"The main purpose was
to present a balanced assessment of the Promise

—
- n cnmo
Keepers,
and ito
some extent look at what some of
the concerns are," said Randels. Forty people attended
the discussion.
This is the second time
the organization has visited
Stockton, coming also in
Sept. of 1999.
Freshman Wilson Leung,
also a Stockton resident,
remembers the first time
the Promise Keepers converged. The mass crowd
overfilled the entire stadium.
"If they are coming to
spread their faith with those
that believe then its good,
said Leung of the visit.
Though he did not attend
the meeting, Leung saw fly-

ore everywhere
f>wrvwhprp the
ers
the weeks
weeks
leading up to the event.
Leung said the Promise
Keepers coming to Stockton
is good for the community,
especially since this is the
second time, though he
does not have an affiliadon with the group. He expected conflicts prior to the
event however.
"There are those who
think it's going to be some
mass congregation of peopie trying to convert everyone," Leung said.
Randels acknowledged
that there was some protest
at the last event, which he
expects this time as well,
This clash in beliefs is

The feciflean's Online

Pacific takes part in survey
The Pacifican

This fall semester will be
the first time for the Pacific
to participate in a popular
survey, College Student
Experience Questionnaire
(CSEQ).
CSEQ has a 23-year history. Each year students from
more than 500 universities
and colleges across the
country participate in the
survey. The survey measures the quality of student
experiences, perceptions of
the campus environment
and individual academic
progress toward impor
tant educational goals. The

.
r-*
1
Planning and Research
office will administer the
survey,
The survey results will be
beneficial to the university
as it is used in university
wide assessment, program
review and will give students the opportunity to
voice their undergraduate
experiences with the university.
CSEQ will be administered to sophomores and
seniors only. An e-mail and
a regular mail invitation let
ter will be sent to this group
of students to participate
in the web survey at http:
/ / www.cseq.org.

rr.1 _ survey _will
T:11 open
The
on Oct. 25 and will remain
open until Nov. 15. Par
ticipants will be entered
into a raffle for one of three
prizes. The first prize will
be a Microsoft Xbox drawn
on Nov.l. The second prize
will be a 150 dollar gift
certificate from Barnes and
Noble drawn on Nov.8 and
the third prize will be a 100
dollar gift certificate also
from Barnes and Noble to
be drawn on Nov. 15.
Note: Planning and Re
search published all survey
results at: http://iris.uop.edu/
research reports.htm

whv
the panel
why the
panel d
discussion
was held^ The panelists
included Rhys Williams, a
visiting professor of sociology from the UnvaaJ of
Cincinnati, Larry Meredith,
a retired UOP professor,
and Paul Sogle, a curren
speech pathology professor
and member of the Promise
Keepers,
"I think that people recogmze that Promise Keepers are more complex then
they thought, said Randels
explaining that the views
for the group go both liberal
and conservative. Some of
the rhetoric is conservative,
and folks find if offensive.

;

Tiger PaWs October contests
you

Wntc die

can dream up. The only requirement is
the story must be titled, "The Pacific Paw
of Peril!" Please send all submissions to
Leave

m

imprint
Pacific

e Pacifican*Si
l i ne

uop._u8crpaw@Hotmail.com by October
14th. Winners w Ul be awarded some
awesome prizes!!!

'

Good luck and visit us on the w i today!

,

Visit us <3> www3.uop.edu/tigerpaw

Write us a note @ uop_ti]

I.com
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Cartoon by Martin Crownover

I would like to begin this
article by first introducing
myself. My name is Ryan
Andress and I am currently
a senior at UOR I have
been Greek for three years
and am currently the VP/
Recruitment Chairman for
Greek Council.
I am writing this article
in response to the recent
piece in the Pacifican en
titled; "Cult, Sorority, and
Fraternity All The Same."
I want to clear up a few
misconceptions that may
have been developed from
that article. This article will
give people a more reason
able and factual view from
which to analyze sororities
and fraternities.
I would like to point out
that the writer of the pre
vious article is basing her
entire opinion on a minute
aspect of Greek life. For
mal • women's recruitment
cannot capture all of Greek

life. (As a side note, in
response from complaints
and suggestions from those
who have gone through it,
women's formal recruit
ment has been modified
starting this year.)
I would like to present
some FACTS about Greek
organizations on this cam
pus. First of all, Greeks
are the most involved
members of this univer
sity. Greeks are by far the
largest supporters of most
campus activities at this
school. Intramurals, ath
letic events, philanthropy
projects, student activity
fairs, and Homecoming are
just a few things in which
Greeks participate. The
truth is that Greek organi
zations raise more money
for philanthropic causes
than any other group on
this campus. Collectively,
Greeks raised more than
$45,000 last year alone for

Another letter to the Editor:

What is the big hoopla
about public safety &
Pacific's alcohol policy? It
appears to me that there is
a lot of childish behavior
on the part of the students
and Public Safety. I am an
older student (mid 30s)
and feel I must remind all
of California law regard
ing alcohol sales and con
sumption. In short, if you
are not 21 years of age or
older you can't buy & you
can't drink!
Veering from this is a
violation of the law, wheth
er you are on campus or
not. The campus policy
is just an admission by
the university to look the

other way in certain situ
ations. A very bold move
on part of any university
to counter the given law,
as the school, if I know my
geography, is still part of
the state of California.
I've noticed the lack
of responsibility of some
drinkers. They disregard
their safety as well as others-whether the choice to
drink was on campus or
off.
Excuses of we are old
enough to make choices,
we didn't come to school
to be baby-sat by Public
Safety, we came to school
to be able to make our
choices as adults, and so on

a wide variety of worthy
causes. That statistic is
staggering.
Greek alumni are also
heavily involved in this uni
versity. Most of the build
ings on campus are named
after Greeks (including the
Spanos Center) for a good
reason. They have donated
huge amounts of time and
money back to the school
and community. The bot
tom line is that Greeks give
more money and energy
to this campus and our
community than any other
group.
Let's next talk about
what a Greek organization
can do to benefit individu
als at UOP.
First of all, the aver
age Greek GPA at UOP is
higher than the campus
wide average, thus prov
ing that academic excel
lence is highly regarded by
the Greek system. This is
most likely due to the posi
tive emphasis on academ
ics within each individual
chapter.
Being Greek also opens
many doors to leader
ship opportunities. Greek
leaders attend national
and regional conferences,
which provide educational
programming, networking
opportunities, and much

more.
Greeks only account
3 percent of our rratjc
population yet many
fluential, intelligent
ers in our country a
been Greek. 48%> oil
Presidents, 42% of criri
U.S. Senators, 30%> °f
U.S. Congress, 40% of I
Supreme Court Justi
30% of the Fortune:
the first female LJS v
tor, the first man to set:
on the moon, and tht
female US Astronaut a
Greek.
This is a pretty imp
sive line-up, and t
honest with you it el 
even scratch the sur
of the entire list.
.A
these incredibly in:
people did not haprbe Greeks by coincide:
I would like to ad:
the living conditions
Greeks. Only three
eleven sororities, f r s t
ties have sleeping port
Secondly, living con a;
for Greeks have man v ;
five aspects. Some
houses have private cs
and brand new facilitre
Living in a Greek h
means you get to live
30-70 of your close fh Of course you will ha
casional complaints a:

GREEK see pa:

Different view
aren't justifiable. First, the
state law says you are not
old enough. If you don't
agree, generate actions that
will change this law.
You quickly will see then
how many of the state vot
ers, including parents and
family members of alcohol
ics, will counter the actions
just a few of you may take.
Second, you shouldn't
have come to school to
drink, but to educate your
self for the betterment of
your future.
It is ridiculous to believe
that college is a 'passage
to maturity' rather than to
education. Lastly, if you
want to make adult deci

sions, then you mus
begin to act, behavt
rationalize as adults.
I appreciate this p
It helps me to sleep at
to think that my f
classmates are more
to have the future
to wait so long for ;
than the future drun wasted an educatior
case you are wondi
I too drink on occas
don't believe that c
ing should be outl:
it just should be do
moderation and with
trol. Moderation doc
equate to a walkinc
ALCOHOL see pat
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APPETIT
A i

P A C I F I C

To the Pacific Community:
As your new Director of Dining Services, I would like to take a moment to share an update. Bon Appetit has been in operation for just over
three months at the Pacific and I also want to share some immediate priorities so you will know which direction we are heading.
Across campus, in all operations, our programs continue to develop, some at a faster pace than others.We believe that it is important
to communicate that we will always, in every operation,"fight to get it right", while openly seeking your comments and suggestions. Our
programs take time to develop as the human side of the equation is so critical to the process. If there is an area of disappointment to date, it
has to do with a significant amount of staff turnover.Thank goodness for those Bon Appetit staff members who love Pacific and day in and day
out show their commitment by taking great care of the campus community.

OviTr the^ummer we fed the San Francisco 49er's in the Quad and at the same time worked with the Physical Plant on some modifications.
Our hats are off to the Physical Plant Team for the outstanding job they did in getting all of the facilities prepared to open the academic year
- their work is recognized and very much appreciated.
With all resident dining patrons now dining in the Quad, the facility is very, very busy and lines have been a problem.We have worked to
reduce lines and we feel good about the direction this program is going.We are excited with some new on exhibition menu items and the
continuing development of the overall program.

The Summit and the Redwood Room

... xA/u i

u,CQ

The Summit also had some modifications over the summer, and as well. Physical Plant did great things on a very tight schedule,Wh.le a base
program is in place.we see more program formats developing.as well as some changes to the evenmg program based on feedrack™have
received.The large open cooler has been out of order for a significant amount of time and we are working with Physical Plant to get it fixed
once and for all.
The Redwood Room has admittedly been the location where management attention has not been primary.We have turned our attentio
and look forward to continually bringing this program along.

Th^Tan^rea where due diligence to understand the community is critical. Frankly, we rushed the catering guide to press to soon, and we are
now in the midst of re-working it to better meet the needs of the Pacific community.
In addition. Phil Chwalinski. our Catering Director and Teina Anthony, our Executive Chef, are working together to.iron.
issues with their individual staffs.We are also assessing the catering operation to fine tune the use of the Anderson Hall and the Quad k.tc
complex.

___

WehfvrradTom than a few snafus in getting our payroll system set-up at Pacific and we want to thank our staff members, particularly our
long-term employees, for their perseverance.The system is now up to date and we bel.eve we are track.ng correctly.

' wanc^to'vds'h outgoing Dining Services Director Mike O'Nei, the best of luck as he moves^
working with contract Manager Steve Jacobson to make sure all campus dining programs
* Bon
without mention of the hard work that greg Lehr put in to get Bon Appetit set-up on campus,

,

want to share a

hearty thank you for all of his efforts.
As for me, the Summit and Redwood Room, as well catering, will be my immediate priorities.
We are honored to be partners with the University of the Pacific and we appreciate the ongoing S^PP°rt ^
feel free to e-mail me at ggrifflth anytime.You have my commitment that I will respond to any comment, questions, or suggest,o
offer.
Sincerely,
Gary Griffith
Director of Dining Services

you might

y
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Mother beating daugther caught on tap*
spect for their
instruments
then she did
for this hu
man life. And
if the image I
saw on televi
sion
wasn't
bad enough,
then I read her
interview with
Gary Tuchman
on CNN.
In the in
terview, she
readily admits
her guilt. She
concedes her
daughter was
just acting like
a four-year-old
child would
and
"there's
http://www.cnn.com/2002/US/Midwest/09/23/video.child.beating/index.html
nothing
she
Madelyne Gorman Toogood admits to beating her four-year-old daughter, Martha,
did that she
but still pleads not guilty in court.
hasn't
done
Bv Valerie Seimas
first saw her on television.
x
i
,.
,
.
a
A million nmes.
times."
She
sne
can't
can t
T
Staff Writer
Snte L JaTkLf SheTa^
setting her
brutally
beating
her
child.
Madelyne
Gorman
Toogood pleaded not guilty. And it wasn't in a movie or
provoked. Maybe her child
She has admitted her guilt part of an advocacy com
cried, maybe she threw a
numerous times to reporters mercial. It was her real life,
tantrum, maybe she wanted
on camera and stated it loud- in a department store parka
candy bar. But that doesn't
ly for the world to hear. Yet, ing lot.
matter.
No one should ever
she still pleaded not guilty
This mother, if such a prehit
his
or
her child in un
while her lawyer sat by, con- cious word could be applied
restrained
anger.
A parent
fidant of a plea bargain for to such a woman, was bangshould
know
that
simple
probation.
ing upon her four-year old litfact.
Who is this Madelyne Gor- tie girl like an inexperienced
Madelyne
vehemently
man Toogood, you ask? She artist plays their drums. I
denies
ever
touching
her
is the woman drat made me say inexperienced since real
child
(Martha)
in
anger
be
sick to my stomach when I musicians show more refore. Martha didn't cry. She

ALCOHOL from page 4
ing, falling down stupor.
On campus, we seem to
have a problem with the au
thority figures that call them
selves Public Safety. They
must remember that they
are to assure the safety of
both students and "townies
that are on campus. They
may find it logical to monitor the hallways of Grace,
the areas between Fraternity
houses, etc. Monitoring does
not give them the right as
a private agency under the
supervision of the university
to behave as though the campus is a police state.
Their behavior, from what
I have witnessed and been
told, is very reminiscent of
the experiment of authority
given to particular students
over others. I feel if the

simply informed her mother
that she had messed up her
ponytail. It was messed up
because hair had been pulled
straight from the scalp. Is
this the reaction that a child
gives when beaten up for
the first time? No tears and
no screams and no reaction
cannot be a normal response
to being treated like an old
punching bag.
Madelyne didn't turn her
self in until the warrant was
issued, even though her face
was plastered everywhere
for eight days asking for her
to come forward. She dyed
her hair mud brown after
her bright blond face had
been shown all over the na
tion. There is a sense that she
believes herself to be a victim
of prejudice, of the system
because she is an Irish Trav
eler, a group of people who
travel around and take dif
ferent jobs in different places.
Since she hasn't had an easy
life, is society just supposed
to allow her to conduct her
self however she wants?
When asked about what
advice she would give to
others, Madelyne answered,
"It ain't worth it. . . . It isn't
worth what it does to the
family. ... I've ruined my
husband's life. I've ruined
innocent people's lives. I've
ruined my mother and fa
ther's [lives], [my husband's]
mother and father." Where's

the concern for hei* i
ter? Where's the corti
poor little Martha, u'e
a foster home for pro)
from the vicious hands
parent?
It might be extreme,
to make people who ai
thinking about havii
carry around one of the
noying, 20 pound elec
children that cry ever
hours and need their d
changed and mouths f{
People who allude
are the victims of pre
because they were ca us
national television
their child. People
those helpless childr
are supposed to be pi
ing, those kind of f
have no business beinj
ents.
Parents are loving- Pi
are caring. When p
use that line "this is
to hurt me more then i'
you," the anguish is a
perfectly clear.
NT a d
Gorman Toogood sh e
bruises, no pain, nor
tears of remorse. But rr
all, parents do what tb
to teach their children
is right and wrong.
>
lyne cannot be a paren t
children. I just hope th:
"mother" country of our:
enough lessons left in r
teach Madelyne one.

social events, philanthropy
projects, as donations to char
ity, insurance, house repairs,
scholarships to members
who need financial help, and
a few other things. I have
never heard of any Greek
dues going to the "Purchas
ing of Friends Account."
In conclusion, I would like
to encourage people to take
a look at the big picture. I
will never argue that being
Greek is for everyone. I just
want to make sure opinions
about the Greek community
are made after listening to
people who actually know
what it is about. How can
someone, such as the au
thor of last week's article,
proclaim to know so much
about Greeks when they
themselves are not one?
A lot of very intelligent

people have made the
to be Greek on this ca
and very few have exp
regret about it. As this
case, I don't see any
to spread negative pu
about a group that d<
much for this campu
community just becaus
don't choose to parti
in Greek Life.
I hope what I have w
not only sheds light c
truth of what being Gr
really about, but that i
serves as a challenge t
group on campus to
ticipate in philanthrope
campus events at the"
level as the Greeks.

CREEK from page 4
school is going to have cer
tain disregard for the law in
particular conditions, then
they should at least do so on
a consistent basis.
Girls should not feel
afraid to go home to their
dorm rooms across the way,
regardless of their state. It
is more inappropriate for
them to feel they must sleep
in the community living
area of a fraternity. If they
are not harming themselves,
others, or property-let them
pass quietly. Even off campus-there has to be probable
cause before the police can
make an inquiry-not just a
hunch.
—Chinae lloren-Calica,
Senior

these friends, but you will
have them anywhere, not
just in a sorority or fraternity.
The same ratio of jerks will
exist no matter where you go
in the world.
It is essential that the truth
be understood regarding the
superficiality of Greeks. Being Greek does not increase
the probability that you will
act like someone you are not.
Each house is unique so that
you can choose one that fits
your personality and values.
Now let me address the
issue of money and Greek
life. GREEKS DO NOT BUY
THEIR FRIENDS. We pay for
our housing, meals, and dues
to the chapter, which are no
different than dues that you
pay to other clubs, sports
teams, or organizations.
Our money goes towards

-By Ryan Andress, Sen
Contributions from
Alicia McNamare
President of Greek Couru-
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MTV's The Real World sins in Las Vegas
alize that they
will be living
in a really awe
some home for
the next four
months.
For the Las
Vegas cast, they
will be living
in a very large
suite in the
Palms Hotel.
It is clear
that MTV and
the Palms Ho
tel cut a deal
on the price of
the Real World
stay over, in ex
change for free
advertisement.
They show the
name of the
Courtesy of www.mtv.com hotel at least
five times per
s female cast members of The Real World Las Vegas bare it all in the tub.
episode.
Trichelle
horniest and most superficial and Brynn (the two White
cast to date. Trichelle, Steven, girls) are rooming together,
Elizabeth Vigil
Frank, Brynn, Iruland, Arissa Iruland and Arissa (the two
a naging Editor
and Alton seem more like the Black/Italian girls) are room
They do not call Las Vegas cast of Cabaret then that of a ing together and all three of
reality show.
the guys share a bedroom.
in City" for nothing.
The first episode, of course,
Right off the bat Frank and
MTV's The Real World, Las
gas, premiered last month is when all the cast members Trichelle hit it off and begin
th what promises to be the meet for the first time and re to spend quite a bit of time

together. But, one night at
a dance club has Trichelle
making out, not with Frank,
but with Steven. She even
admits she does not like
Steven as much as Frank but
Steven is cuter. Steven and
Frank argue and Steven justi
fies his actions by saying he
was drunk. To top it all off
Trichelle and Stephen sleep
together after knowing each
other for two days.
The second episode gets
even raunchier. Brynn is
upset that Trichelle got with
Steven before she did. After
more then a couple of drinks
at a nightclub all the room
mates jump into the hot tub.
We all know that all the good
stuff happens there, right!
Indeed
Trichelle
and
Brynn go at it with Steven
watching, patiently wait
ing his turn with the two.
Trichelle leaves the hot tub
and goes to her room ex
plaining to Steven that she
has never done anything like
that before. However, this
belle from Cutoff, Louisiana,
justifies making out with
Brynn was a mistake because
she was drunk.
This, however, does not

stop the three of them from
jumping into the sack to
gether.
While all this is going on,
Alton is stressing out be
cause his ex-girlfriend could
possibly be pregnant. Frank
is feeling sorry for himself.
Iruland and Arissa are taking
advantage of rich, middleaged White men, who give
them money so they can
gamble.
This season of the Real
World promises to be the
most sex filled season, well
not counting Teck from
Real World Hawaii. Keep
your eyes glued to MTV on
Tuesday nights at 10:00 p.m.,
because the previews hint at
an unwanted pregnancy for
Trichelle and Steven. Also,
Brynn might get kicked off
the show for physically at
tacking another roommate.
It seems like these cast
members cannot keep it in
their pants. Now, if they
stopped blaming alcohol for
their actions, they would
not have to cry about what
they did the next day. And
you thought Sigfried and
Roy were the only freaks in
Vegas.

'Life is a House" has a cancerous element
Jqmella Cox
iff Writer

went to see "Life is a
ause" last week. If you
•n't want to read the rest
this review I'll sum it up
>w: This is what Hollywood
inks real people are like.
For the curious who are
II reading, this movie has
grasp of reality. Sure,
ere's a guy dying from canr, I guess the big C word is
pposed to bring the movie
to full color and make it a
rsonal connection for evybody seeing it.
As would be expected of a
an dying of cancer, he flips
it and re-evaluates everying, which would be inresting to watch if he were
buttoned-down type like
;ster Burnham in "Amerin Beauty". But, the fact is

that cancer-man is already It would certainly explain
eccentric, and becomes even everything, and if during
more so, further alienating the end credits somebody
the audience.
whispered to me, "Dude, JaKevin Klein gives as good mella-tron, don't you get it?
a performance as can be ex- They all had cancer," I think
pected from his dying char- I'd just slap my forehead
acter, and that Jena Malone because then it would be the
feel good
tart
who
played the ^fhis movie has no t r a g e d y
that actu
slutty
girl
grasp
of
ally
made
next
door
s
e
n
s e .
in
Donny
Plus,
with
all
that
cancer
go
Darko, reprises her role as
ing
around
it
would
just
be
the slutty girl just down the
so much more real.
road.
I can imagine how this
At least that was fun;
watching that little tramp movie was conceived. A
cavort with other people in bunch of rich white men
out
watching
the most unreal situations. hanging
It might make sense if she "American Beauty" and dewas dying of cancer too, and ciding that it was too subtle
that's why she put herself in and just needed more of evunreal situations.
erything. Their mission was
This is what this movie a noble one, to build a betwas missing; more cancer, ter, stronger, faster, meaner

"American Beauty."
One thing I did like how
ever, was being able to see
the progress that the strung
out estranged gothic son
(Hayden Christensen) made.
Through the course of the
movie you see him straighten
up and become an attractive
and strapping young man.
I can't imagine why I liked
this part so much, perhaps
it mirrored my innate human
need for self-improvement.
Yeah...sure it did.
After the father dies and
completes the house, he wills
it to his son, who in turn
gives it to a crippled girl in a
wheelchair. Of course this all
happens on the coast of Los
Angeles, and the house is a
picture perfect icon sitting
on a cliff watching the sunset
over the waves.
But, it's too bad that not

a single one of these idiots
took in to account the effect
that coastal processing and
erosion would have on the
cliffside. Hah, that house is
going to be sleeping with the
fishes in two years time, and
nobody bothered to tell that
poor little girl. I guess you
could say she will be walk
ing someday soon, walking
the plank that is.
This movie takes itself
much too seriously for it to
be really good at anything. If
it were more subtle, it would
be a pleasant experience. If
it were more over the top
and maybe had Pauly Shore
dying from cancer, than I m
sure people would ve gone
out in droves to see just what
happens to the 'wiez-man.'
I wish somebody asked for
my input before they put
together this movie.
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Rosewood's
Bv Mollie Jones

•V

•'m
T>v•J5&9

g
'ciHM

and baby back ribs were
amazing!"
Guest Writer
Portions were very gen
Located in the heart erous and entrees ranged
of delightful downtown from $13.00 - $30.00.
Senior Emily Ledford
of Lodi, the brightly-lit
trees of Church Street also enjoyed Rosewood's.
lead you to a new oasis. "I had a great time lis
Rosewood's restaurant, tening to the singer and
formally Hazel's, is under drinking the fabulous
new ownership. Bought drinks!"
Ledford also liked the
by Wine and Roses there
is much to enjoy at Rose crisp salads they offered.
The downtown area has a
wood's.
For a romantic dinner lot to offer after being ren
with someone special ovated. Other restaurants
the atmosphere is dressy line the street, little cloth
casual with choices of ing and furniture stores
patio or indoor seating. as well as a few bars. At
In the full bar there is a the end of the street there
piano lounge singer who is a twenty-screen movie
specializes in jazz and theater.
Over all Rosewood's
blues. Bar seating is also
Restaurant
is a true suc
available.
cess.
The California cuisine
Our rating for this
is delicious and very
restaurant
is:
reasonably priced. Se
nior Erica Glaub who
visited Rosewood's this
past week with her family
said, "I would definitely
go back there, the salmon

rt/rvijU|>

Novel inspires studentsp
a
'Let'J Roii} " a tribute novel to

he and a few other passen
gers
were planning on trying
Guest Writer
to take back the plane.
The title of this novel
Lisa Beamer's first novel
comes
from Todd's last
entitled, "Let's Roll" is a
words.
Prior to the plane
tribute to her late husband,
crash
the
operator apparent
Todd Beamer. However, it
ly
overheard
Todd say, "Let's
is more than just a tribute, it
roll,"
to
his
fellow
passengers
amplifies what it is like to be
before
attempting
to take
an American hero and what
back
the
plane.
Todd's
now
life after 9-11 involves. Ms.
famous
words
were
a
com
Beamer clearly explains the
true definitions of strength, mon phrase in the Beamer
household. They were often
faith, and courage.
Todd Beamer was on used to motivate his young
board United Airlines Flight boys to get moving.
On a scale of one to ten Ms.
93, from Newark to San
Beamer's
novel is by far a 15.
Francisco, when a group of
Not
only
is the novel inter
terrorist hijackers took over
esting,
attention
catching
the plane. Shortly after the
and
well
written,
but
it also
hijacking, Fight 93 crashed
provides
a
good
learning
ex
into a desolate field in
perience
for
young
students
Shanksville, PA.
Before the crash, Mr. about what type of person
Beamer reportedly made a we should strive to be.
Ms. Beamer's novel not
call to a GE telephone op
only
covers the events of 9-11
erator. During the phone call
and
her life with her hus
Mr. Beamer explained to the
band,
but it also covers their
operator what was happen
own
personal
faith. Lisa and
ing onboard the plane andas
Todd
had
a
strong
Christian
informed the operator that
upbringing and were ac
tively involved in their com
'^7ignaf.iire Theatres
munity church. Lisa explains
HOLIDAY CINEMA 8
how her faith has helped her
6262 WEST LANE. STOCKTON. CA
(209) 955-5680
to survive.
FRI-THURS (10/18-10/24) FOR ALL
For any college student
HTHE RING - PG-13-"NO PASSES"
that
is struggling with their
FRI-SUN: 10:45, 1:30, 4:15) 7:00, 9:45
MON-THURS: (1:30, 4:15) 7:00, 9:45
faith Lisa offers many valu
FORMULA 51 - R- "NO PASSES"
able lessons about trusting
FRI-SUN: (12:00, 2:15, 4:35) 7:25, 9:55
MON-THURS: (2:15, 4:35) 7:25, 9:55
your faith. For a college
THE TRANSPORTER-PG-13-"NO PASSES"
student that has already esFRI-SUN: (11:40, 2:05, 4:25,) 7:15, 9:40

Bv Jotauelvn Rogers

September\m

tablished their faith Lisa:]
provides a great deal of ](19™
sons about
faith whatever
Following the events c- J31"1
11, Ms. Beamer stepped u: itm
the plate in order to inspi^ >e, \
nation. Her novel expfc th
each of the activities she tot idei
part in and the signify ente
behind them. Ms. Beamer In I
novel can help many of 1st
understand the true sign id
cance behind 9-11 and w! :>w,
is like to encounter so mar in<
strong emotions at once.
As a nation, we U ape
promised not to forget;] s c
events of that horrible i rei
in September. Ms. Beamel :ros
rtic
novel is an excellent way fcj
remember the strong se.
of pride we felt for those t
tried to protect our nat:
and also the way our natia
came together in thedaysta
lowing 9-11.
Ms. Beamer curra
resides in New Jersey i
her three children. Sit
the founder of the Todd
Beamer Foundation. Ho
ever, she spends most ofl
time speaking publicly s
raising her three children]
On September 11,20011
Beamer was pregnant!
her third child, whom!
gave birth to in January. I
daughter is named Morg(
which was her husl
middle name.

MON-THURS: (2:05, 4:25) 7:15, 9:40
WHITE OLEANDER-PG-13-"NO PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (11:00, 1:45, 4:30,) 7:10, 9:50
MON-THURS: (1:45, 4:30) 7:10, 9:50
RED DRAGON-RFRI-SUN: (11:15, 2:00, 4:45) 7:30, 10:15
MON-THURS: (2:00, 4:45) 7:30,10:15

'HW4T6R HAf COT THE GROOVE
— DOWN t€XT

SWEET HOME ALABAMA-PG-13FRI-SUN: (11:30, 1:50, 4:10) 7:05, 9:30
MON-THRUS: (1:50, 4:10) 7:05, 9:30
THE TUXEDO-PG-13FRI-SUN: (11:10, 1:40, 4:00) 6:45, 9:10
MON-THURS: (1:40, 4:00,) 6:45, 9:10
BARBERSHOP-PG-13
FRI-SUN: (11:50,2:20, 4:50) 7:35, 10:00
kMON-THURS: (2:20, 4:50) 7:35, 10:00

Pacific Conservatory of Music
and The Brubeck Institute
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton
$20 & $ 15 (half-price students & seniors)
Call 209-946-2UOP for advance tickets

FESTIVAL CINEMAS
6436 PACIFIC AVE, STOCKTON, CA
(209) 951-2163

ABANDON- PG13 "NO PASSES"
FRI-SAT: (11:50,2:25,5:00) 7:35.10:00
SUN: (11:50,2:25,5:00) 7:50
MON-THURS: (2:40,5:15) 7:50
BROWN SUGAR- PG13 "NO PASSES"
FRI-SAT: (12:00,2:45,5:15) 7:45,10:15
SUN: (12:00,2:45,5:15) 8:00
MON-THURS: (2:45,5:20) 8:00
TUCK EVERLASTING- PG "NO PASSES"
FRI-SAT: (11:45,2:10,4:30) 7:00,9:30
SUN: (11:45.2:10,4:30) 7:15
MON-THURS: (2:25,4:45) 7:15
KNOCKAROUND GUYS- R "NO PASSES"
FRI-SAT: (12:15,2:35,4:50) 7:15,9:45
SUN: (12:15,2:35,4:50) 7:30
MON-THURS: (2:50,5:05) 7:30

Visitwww.brubeckinstitute.org for info

Lusiom tmofoiaery
M u f N - C o I o r S c r e e n PrinHn(
Convenient location.,.
Student discounts
F r i e n d l y service!
1439 N. El Dorado St., Stockton
Corner of El Dorado & Stockton
Ph 467-7500 Fax 467-0320
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The Calliope" A Dose of India. Arie
ula Krueoer

Writer

e of the most promifeatures of the English
rtment at Pacific is its
mal publication of the
al Calliope. The Calliwhich has been around
ie last eighty years, has
rgone major develops.
previous years, the jourrictly published poetry
short-fictional stories,
as an addition, it plans
elude non-fictional esart photography, and
lie art. Even the name
hanged. As of now, it
ferred to as Calliope:
>s the Disciplines. This
rular alteration is a
tion of the Pacific Huties Center's continuous
s of "Promoting Human
ur

objective

is

to

demonstrate the exciting
interaction of humanities Bv Alicia Smith
disciplines, so that the "sum" Guest Writer
of the new Calliope will be,
as it were, "greater than all
Get ready for India.
its parts," says Dr. Courtney No not the country, the
Lehmann who is the director singer. Soulful songstress
of the center.
India.Arie, has done it
Once publication occurs, again. The singer who was
the journal will be widely snubbed at the Grammy's
available. Not only will it for her beautiful debut
appear as a full-sized pub album, Acoustic Soul, has
lication filled with color on proved with her sophomore
every page, but an on-line album, Voyage to India, that
her music making ability is
replica of it is planned.
For those interested in con definitely legit.
tributing to the publication,
Her melodic voice and
here is how it works. Student strong message that we
editors will view all submis heard throughout her first
sions and judge whether or album in songs like Brown
not they are acceptable for Skin and the ever so popu
publication. Once acceptance lar Video, are stronger than
is granted to a specific num ever. In her new release she
ber of entries, the editors not only sings the lead for
send their recommendations most of her songs but show
to Joy Remy, who has the cases her range by singing
final say in what is actually the high and low backup
printed.
parts as well. Her vocals

e- to

Courtesy of www.cdnow.com

Cover of "Voyage to India"

compliment her
poetic
words, which paint a picture
of feeling.
Throughout "Voyage to
India" you cannot help but
notice the theme of love and
appreciation for life. The
first single entitled "Little
Things" outlines all of Arie's
favorite, you guessed it, little
things and how they humble
her when life starts moving
a little too fast. In another
song, "Get it Together," Arie
stresses the importance of

self-esteem and bringing
yourself to realize your full
est potential. In other songs
like "Beautiful Surprise"
and "The One" the soul
singer paints a portrait of
what she feels and believes
love to be like.
There are so many words
to describe this album. Its
songs are very eclectic.
There are happy songs,
songs that make you realize
something about yourself,
songs that make you sad
and songs that give you
hope. It is an album that
you can critically listen to
and a CD that you can lay
back and relax with.
I would definately recom
mend this album to someone
with a soulful taste but more
importantly anyone who ap
preciates good well-written
beautifully produced music.
Take the voyage and enjoy
the talented India. Arie.

For more Information
on becoming a teacher, contact
CaiTeach - your one-stop
information, recruitment and
referral service for individuals
considering or pursuing a
teaching career.
CaiTeach can help you explore
this exciting career, provide
Information about current
incentives and benefits, assist
you in understanding the
credentialing process and, once
you become credentialed, direct
you to the teacher recruitment
centers for Job placements.

Make the difference
of a lifetime. Teach.
Call 1-888-CALTEACH
(225-8322) or visit
www.calteach.com

CSV Office ef the CteaceBor
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The Paci

The weel
in review

into the opposing net. Fi Lauren Pizzi, Knoblich got
nally, there was a score in the the ball past Pacific goalie
101st minute when UCSB's Gina Sadler. In the second
Krystal Sandza got the ball half, three goals were scored
past goalie Megan Picker in the first 12 minutes of
ing. Pacific was out shot by play, sealing the game for
a 25-5 count as Pickering had Fairfield. The Stags outshot
12 saves to keep the team in Pacific 14-11.
Saturday's game versus
the game.
Brown
was no better. The Ti
The Tiger's next attempt
gers
were
scored on with 13:
at a win resulted in a 3-1 loss
13
remaining
in the first half
to Cal Poly on Sunday. They
were down 2-0 at the half on by Molly Carleton. Brown's
goals by Mandy Enfield and Ashley Wallace scored off
Megan Schlegal.
Second a penalty corner only mo
half, Pacific's Gabby Oliva- ments into the second half,
res headed the ball in after a giving Brown the lead 2rebound but the score didn't 0. Pacific senior, Nicolette
stop Cal Poly. Brooke Flam- Wiegand, scored her second
son scored from 20 yards out goal of the season with 26:
to finish the scoring 3-1. The 17 remaining to put the score
Tiger's were out shot 17-2 at 2-1. Brown answered back
and Pickering totaled six with Laurel Pierpont scoring
saves. Pacific is on the road 2 minutes later to put the fi
again, Friday October 18, at nal score at 3-1.
Cal State Northridge.
The Tigers fell in their next
game
against Providence 5-2.
Photo by Stuart Krengel
Pacific's
Rovai put a
Sophomore Kady McCurdy continues to work hard after a dif
Women's Field Hockey goal in toLindsey
ficult road trip this weekend.
tie the game, 1-1,
In the first game of the with 4:27 remaining in the
lost to UC Santa Barbara Pacific field hockey east coast first half. She was assisted by
Bv Mercv Au-Yeuna
and Cal Poly. Down south, stretch, the Tigers were shut freshmen Dana Walsh. In the
Staff Writer
Pacific had their third over out by Fairfield, 4-0. Scoring second half, Providence Se
Women's Soccer
time game out of their last by Fairfield's Julie Knoblich
It was a long weekend for four games against UCSB. began in the first quarter nior Jennifer Chin came alive
the women's soccer team as The game was close as either just over eight minutes into as she scored three straight
they were on the road and team could not get the ball the game. After a pass from goals to give Providence the
lead by three at 4-1 at the
52:33 mark. With the three
goals, Chin moved into 17th
place on the Providence alltime career-scoring list with
51 career points. Pacific's
Wiegand scored with 9:57
remaining to cut the lead to
two, but the Friars scored
again with just one second
The COVELLO GROUP, Inc.
left of play time.
The Covello Group, Inc., Walnut Creek, CA. - Provides specialized construction
With the three losses Pacif
related services, primarily as construction managers to public agencies for their water
ic falls to a 1-10 record of the
resource projects.
season. They have a chance
to improve their record as the
host Yale at Stanford, Friday,
We are currently looking for individuals to join our team as office/field engineers. It is our
Oct 18th at 3 p.m.
policy to annually add engineers with little "hands on" experience to our Group and provide
them with the mentoring they need to develop into Professional Civil Engineering Con
struction Managers. (EOE).
Men's Tennis
FRESNO, CA.
To find out more about career opportunities, please visit us at the University of The Pacific
Freshman Arnar Sigurdsson's (Kopavogur, Iceland)
Career Fair, October 18, 2002 or contact us at:
impressive beginning for the
Pacific Tigers men's tennis
The Covello Group, Inc.
team came to a close on Sun
43 Quail Court, Suite 111
day,
Oct.13 as Sigurdsson fell
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
to top seed Hector Almada
(9250 933-2300
(FSU) 7-5, 6-2 in the semi-fi
covello@covellogroup.com
nals of the Wathen Hancock
www.covellogroup.com
Bulldog Classic in his first
collegiate tournament.

In other action
Tiger junior Michael
(Sunnyvale, Calif-) ^
quarterfinal
consdaj
bracket as he defeat-;]
hannes Asuja (LMU ,) 6then defeated Pablo Pit;
Almeida (USF) 6-4, 34,
3. In Duong's match t
Pires de Almeida a sa|
tie-breaker, to ten poir.r,
played to decide the :>
after the first two set:->,
split.
The Tigers will be r
action on Friday, Oct
the Tigers host the Invitational.
The t ment will continue
Sunday, Oct. 20.

Cross Country

SAN DIEGO, CA. —j
Pacific Tigers cross c q
team finished 11th
teams at the UC Sar I:
Triton Classic on Sata
Oct. 12.
Senior Marlene E:.
(Manteca, Calif.) pace:
Tigers as she finished
in the 6K event with ::
of 25:34.
The Tigers will be b a
action tomorrow Sar_t:
November 2 as they- ccr:
in the Big West Tourt _
in Riverside, Calif, beet-:
at 8 a.m.

Coif

FRESNO, CA. - The
cific Tigers men's goI:
is finished in ninth p.:
16 teams at the Fresno-L
Classic on Saturday, Or
Senior Matt Hansen .
water, CA) led the
with a total of 214, pur
him in seventh place inc.
ually. As a team the 7;
finished 21 strokes over ::
The Tigers will be
in action on Monday
14 as they begin pi:
the Allister Mackinr
vitational, hosted by
Berkeley, in Fairfax, Ci
Matt Hansen
71-74-eAndrew Bostrom 77-71-"Ben Scribner
74-80-"!
Brian Edick
73-77-7*
Miles Kirkpatrick 75-76-"-
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'olo falls to Pepperdine in double OT

Matthew Feeney
Itaff Writer

Coming off a rough loss,
which they were deated 14-6 by top ranked
anford, the Pacific Tigers
en's water polo team
oked to get back on track
they traveled to Malibu
face the Waves of Peprdine, on Sunday, Octor 13.
Upon entering halftime,
e Waves obtained a oneal advantage over the Tirs, with the score standing
4-3. Tiger driver, Danny
hnson, tied a season high
netting three goals in
e contest. The first of his
ree goals came with just a
tie less then five minutes
maining in the match, but
ovided the Tigers with a
6 advantage.
The Tigers would then
linquish the lead on the
xt possession, as Peprdine driver, Jordan Kit, beat Tiger goalie Laurie
lrettel on a skip shot that
found the back of the net to
n atch the score at 7 apiece.
P epperdine then gained
one-goal lead with 3:43
maining in regulation, as
arl Neihaus scored the 1st
o(f his team high 3 goals in

the contest.
The never say die Tigers,
trailed 8-7 with less 30
seconds remaining in the
match, when Pepperdine's
John Acosta was called for
an ejection in which pro
vided the Tigers with an
extra man situation. In not
wasting the opportunity,
Johnson once again found
the back of the net to tie the
score at 8 apiece and sent
the match into overtime.
In overtime the Waves got
on the board first, as utility
player Jesse Smith, scored
his 2nd goal of the match
with about 30 seconds left
in the first overtime. Once
again, the Tigers earned an
extra man advantage with
just 10 seconds remaining,
and capitalized as Johnson
scored his third goal of the
match to tie the score at 9
apiece and propelled the Ti
gers into a second overtime
period.
The Waves offense struck
first in the 2nd overtime
period, as holeman Michael
Hausmann scooped up
a rebound in front of the
cage and scored his 2nd
goal of the contest, giving
the Waves a 10-9 advantage
with about 1:30 remaining
in the second overtime pe

riod. Tiger holeman, Chris
Nowak then took advan
tage of yet another extra
man opportunity for the
Tigers, as he scored with 52
seconds remaining to tie the
score at 10-10.
Unfortunately on the
Waves next possession,
driver Jermey Grubbs was
in the right place at the
right time, as a deflected

in his last games with the Gi
ants before the Dodgers sign
him, (3) The national media
recognize that both manag
ers, Dusty Baker and Mike
Scioscia, are products of the
Los Angeles Dodgers and
Tommy Lasorda himself, (4)
Southern California shows
more interest in the Dodgers
off-season than the Angels
as usual, and (5) have Giant
fans realize their team will
never win the World Series.
For those of you that do
have a favorite team still in
it, I encourage you to watch
this World Series.
For those of you that don't
have a team left, I encour
age you to root against the
San Francisco Giants with
all your heart. For everyone
else, have fun; this year's
World Series should be one
for the ages.

tel continued to play solid
on the defensive side of
the ball for the Tigers in
providing a match high 14
saves. Trettel had this to
say about the Tigers effort,
"Despite the loss, it was a
solid performance for our
squad, especially coming
off a rough loss to Stanford
earlier in the week."

In high school ydUfWSrlf
'Most Likely to Succeed.'
Some things never
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You've got Morgan Stanley
written all over you.
Morgan Stanley Financial Advisors are ambitious, entrepreneurial profes
sionals with a unique ability to go above and beyond for clients. Think about it.
If you have these skills, you can earn a greater level of success.
Our dynamically designed 3VJ year Professional Foundations Program training
curriculum—including a apprenticeship—will guide you every step of the way.
You'll also benefit from the resources that only a global financial services
leader can offer.
You'll work hard, earn rewards and build features. For clients and for yourself.
To apply at our Stockton Branch, please forward your resume to: Morgan
Stanley, Attn: Ol_, 3421 Brookside Road, Ste. A, Stockton. CA 95219.
Fax: 209-472-1770 or call: 209-478-2230. Apply on line at:
www.morganstanloy.com/careers

Morgan Stanley
One client at a time.
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^es with both teams matchg up very well against each
her.
Of course one team will
f] aish second, and my pick to
M in is the team from South
ern California, the Angels.
I sople that know me will
sny, "you hate the Giants,
q course you're going to go
a gainst them."
I Well that is true. I do
Wite the Giants being from
Las Angeles but I honestly
b ilieve the Angels will win
tie series in seven games.
T ley're team speed, hustle,
ltd pitching will overcome
I inds and the Giants.
I However, above all else,
tl is is what I hope will be
ai :complished from this
orld Series, as my team is
dly not in it: (1) the stupid
rally monkey that the Disney
gels incorporate never is
htard from ever again, (2)
at Jeff Kent will be playing

ball landed right in his
hand and he was able to
rifle a shot past Tiger goalie
Laurie Trettle which gave
the Waves a 11-10 advan
tage in which they would
never relinquish. With the
defeat the Tigers moved
to 6-9 overall, and 1-2 in
Mountain Pacific Sport
Federation Play.
Tiger goalie Laurie Tret-
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Tonight:
Volleyball vs. Utah State- 7 p.m.
Friday, October 18
Men's Tennis hosts Pacific Invitational, All weekend
Saturday, October 19
Men's Water Polo vs. UCSB, 12 p.m.
Baseball vs Alumni, 1 p.m.
Field Hockey vs. Saint Louis, 2 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Idaho, 7 p.m.

SPORTS

Sunday, October 20
Women's Soccer vs. E. Washington,
Men's Water Polo vs. Long Beach State
Monday, October 21
Field Hockey vs. Saint Louis, 3:30 p
Tuesday, October 22
Volleyball vs. Stanford, 7 p-n""

Volleyball hits some waves at the Beacli

Photo by Stuart Krengel

Junior Jennifer Joines and Freshman Ashley Groothuis control UC
Irvine, but can't tame Long Beach.

By Blake Blackwell
Staff Writer

Over the weekend, the
Tigers traveled to Southern
California, setting the stage
for a Big West showdown
against #8 Long Beach and
UC Irvine.
On Friday, Pacific dis
played a gritty performance
against #8 Long Beach. Long
Beach grasped the momen
tum early in game one and
went up 10-3. Jen Joines
helped the Tigers storm back
to tie it at 13. But that would
prove to be the last tie of the
jame as Long Beach would

•

go on a 17-10 run to close out
the game.
However the Tigers were
not going to go out without a
fight. The Tigers rebounded
in game two behind a combined ten kills from Joines
IninP*
and Freshman outside hitter
Ashley Groothuis. With their
help, the Tigers took control
after the score was tied at
nine. They went on a 9-2 run
to push the score to 19-11 and
would eventually win game
two, 30-22. Pacific limited
Long Beach to a .125 attack
percentage, and registered
three service aces for the vic
tory.

After the break the Tigers
would come out swinging
and take an early lead 15-11
in game three. Long Beach
fired back to tie the game at
16. Both teams battled hard
as the lead changed three
times before Long Beach
would close out the close
game 30-27.
In game four, Long Beach
took an early lead and never
looked back closing out the
match with a 30-22 win. The
Tigers were lead offensively
by Jen Joines with a match
high 22 kills and Misty Swails
who served up three service
aces. They were helped de
fensively by Joanna Rentz
with a team high 10 digs.
Fortunately for the Tigers,
UC Irvine would prove to
be a much easier opponent.
matc^ was 'n no way
lackin§ m excitement.
In
game one, UC Irvine went
out to an early lead scoring
the first 6 points and would
serve game point 32-31. But
Jen Joines had consecutive
blocks and a hitting error
from Irvine to close out the
game.
Pacific used the momen
tum from game one to record
an easy 30-25 game two vic
tory. Unfortunately, the Ant-

eaters would not be beaten so
easily. After the intermission
the Anteaters came out and
built an early lead and never
looked back. They were able
to hold off the rallying Tigers
and win game three 30-27.
The Tigers found them
selves again behind in game
four. But they fought back to
tie the game at 22 and never
looked back. They went on
to win 30-27.
Joines led the Tigers with
a match-high 25 kills to
go along with 10 digs and
three blocks. Senior Me
gan Hauschild pounded

a career-high 15 j
sophomore Hay1ey
son and freshman
Kaylend each recot
reer-highs in digs
and 12, respective.,
Joines' 12th kill
match was the 1,3
her career. She finis
match with 1,313 cai
to put her in runt"]
the Pacific career 1:
Pacific opens a
match stay at hor
Big West Conferenc
against Utah State :
day, Oct. 16, at 7 p.r
Spanos Center.

ATHLETE OF THE WE!
Name: Danny Johnso
Year: Senior
Sport: Water polo
Against Pepperdine, Danny Johr
scored the first of his team-ha
three goals with 4:53 to play in
game providing the visiting
Tigers with a 7-6 lead.

way for a wild world series in Califorr
w

By Brandon Winslnw
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of the Angels in
the World Series
but also the first
Giants? Angels? The jPpjp ^ j
|||g
appearance
for
world will find out soon
a perennial Allas the San Francisco
Star named Barry
Giants face off against
Bonds of the Gi
the Anaheim Angels in
ants.
the Big Show, or rather
This
year s
the 2002 Major League
World Series is
Baseball World Series.
also the first one
Both teams advanced
that has both wild
onto the World Series
card representa
after defeating their per
tives participating,
spective opponents in
which should lead
the League Champion
to a wild World
ship Series four games
Series.
to one each.
The Giants are
The Giants took game The S.F. Giants and the Anaheim Angels will face known for having
five at Pac Bell from the off Saturday in the first All wild card World Series. a lineup that is
St. Louis Cardinals just a
sota Twins.
completely built
day prior to the Angels game
This year will not only around one man, Barry
five victory over the Minne- mark the first appearance Bonds. What the players in
Staff Writer

%

Jus ,
3 ill :.
....«.

Courtesy of San Francisco Chronicle

Kenny Lofton drives in the
winning run in the bottom of the
ninth.

,
...
front of him and in
him do, usually cc
to how Bonds gets
to, and will most .
become a part of th
as well.
The Angels on t>
hand are known as a
team in the American
that can play Is
League style ball.
Both teams hav<
starting pitching tha
managers, Dusty Bai
Mike Scioscia inning:
up.
The Giants and An<
have two of the best b
in the game this year,
that said, we should t
very long, exciting W\
ries with both teams

BASEBALL see

